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Chapter 1. Introduction 

I can’t remember how old I was, only that I was still attending classes at our Isleta 

Elementary School. While I cannot remember my age, I remember the pulse of the beating 

drums. Beat per beat I remember lifting my moccasins, landing upon the fine sand, what I hoped 

was in synchrony with the other dancers all around me. I can’t remember their faces, but I 

remember the drums. I remember the feeling of wholeness, dancing for the very first time for 

something greater than myself. This memory is the source of the fondness in my heart that I hold 

for the Indian Pueblo Cultural Center.  

When I set out to research the history of the Indian Pueblo Cultural Center (IPCC) I 

assumed that it would be well represented in academic literature. Yet, to my surprise, I found 

that there was no scholarly monograph or detailed study available. Its foundational history is 

largely absent from the scholarly record. As an Isleta woman who was positively affected by the 

IPCC, I want to give back to the IPCC, to fill in this gap in the literature. But beyond that, I also 

want to express my sincerest gratitude to the institution and place that made me aware of my 

heartline.  

The IPCC is an unique institution in that it is owned collectively by the nineteen Pueblos 

in New Mexico.1 It is not the project of any one Pueblo. The IPCC mission statement states that 

it is “responsible for preserving and perpetuating Pueblo culture, and advancing understanding –

by presenting with dignity and respect– the accomplishments and evolving history of the Pueblo 

                                                           
1 The nineteen pueblos are Acoma, Cochiti, Isleta, Jemez, Laguna, Nambé, Okay Owingeh, Picuris, Pojoaque, 
Sandia, San Felipe, San Ildefonso, Santa Ana, Santa Clara, Santo Domingo, Taos, Tesuque, Zia, and Zuni. 
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people of New Mexico.”2 The IPCC features a museum, gallery space, outside murals, 

collections of Pueblo art, library, archives, education department, restaurant, and cultural 

programming and events. In addition, the IPCC features a cultural dance program which allows 

tourists to observe and watch Pueblo social dances in the IPCC’s Plaza. Its history is linked to 

that of the former Albuquerque Indian School. In fact, it is built adjacent to the grounds of the 

school.3 

In the 1960s, the United States federal government determined that the Albuquerque 

Indian School was no longer needed for educational purposes and returned the land to the 

nineteen Pueblos to hold in common through the All Indian Pueblo Council, which was formed 

in 1598 and still operates to this day.4 In 1966, the All Indian Pueblo Council established the idea 

for the Indian Pueblo Cultural Center and its doors opened to the public in 1976.  

Previous research 

Even though the Indian Pueblo Cultural Center has existed since 1976, it has not been the 

subject of a definitive historical study. The first engagement seems to be in 1996 when Moira 

Simpson examined it in the context of how museums have changed research and exhibition 

practices due to the need for respectful cultural representation.5 She argues that the new 

implemented changes surrounding exhibitions, interpretation, and programs provide a platform 

for community members, who were the subject of anthropological studies and public curiosity, to 

                                                           
2 Indian Pueblo Cultural Center, “About Us,” Indian Pueblo Cultural Center, accessed March 10, 2022, 
indianpueblo.org/about-us/. 
3 United States, ed., Indian Pueblo Cultural Center Clarification Act: Report (to Accompany H.R. 4445), Report / 
111th Congress, 2d Session, Senate 111–379 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. G.P.O., 2010), 1, 
http://purl.fdlp.gov/GPO/gpo2787. 
4 Recently Ysleta del Sur was inaugurated into the All Pueblo Indian Council in 2009, but they are not a tenant in-
common. United States, Indian Pueblo Cultural Center Clarification Act; Daniel M. Cobb, ed., Say We Are Nations: 
Documents of Politics and Protest in Indigenous American since 1887 (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina 
Press, 2015), 50.  
5 Moira G. Simpson, Making Representations: Museums in the Post-colonial Era (London: Routledge, 1996). 
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amplify their experiences and history within mainstream museums.6 In her book she dedicates a 

brief section to the IPCC in her chapter, “Native American Museums and Cultural Centres.” She 

outlines how the All Indian Pueblo Council developed the IPCC in 1976.7 She describes the 

architectural design and the basic programming of the museum.8 Given the large scope of 

Simpson’s scholarly monograph, her description of the IPCC lacks in-depth analysis of its 

internal structure and operations. However, Simpson’s inclusion of the center is important 

because it serves as an example of how it is contributing to changing exhibition practices that are 

transforming museums and benefitting Indigenous communities.  

The IPCC continued to be a topic of popular interest in the early 2000s. In 2003, the 

IPCC President/CEO, Ronald J. Solimon (Pueblo of Laguna), wrote an article in the New 

Mexican Business Journal describing the IPCC’s “Living Village” project. The “Living Village” 

project houses a cultural education venue that is supported by the Indian Pueblos Marketing, 

Inc., now the Indian Pueblo Funding Development Corporation (IPFD), to generate economic 

sustainability.9 Solimon’s article demonstrates how the IPCC reaches beyond the building’s 

walls to benefit its tribal constituents while simultaneously educating non-Pueblo peoples about 

pan-Pueblo history, culture, and lifeways.  

A contrasting view regarding the effectiveness of the IPCC is provided by Rebecca 

Hernandez, a Mescalero and Warm Springs Apache scholar, in her 2004 PhD. dissertation, “Past 

is Perfect in the Present Tense: Exhibiting Native America in Museums and Culture Centers.” 

She examines how academic writing and conceptualizations of culture affect the process of 

representation. She argues that scholarly research influences Native and non-Native museum 

                                                           
6 Simpson, Making Representations, 5.  
7 Simpson, Making Representations, 138. 
8 Simpson, Making Representations, 138.  
9 Ronald J. Solimon, “The Indian Pueblo Cultural Center,” New Mexico Business Journal 27, no. 6 (June 2003): 37-8. 
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professionals, who are responsible for respectful representation of varying cultural groups, which 

then constructs Native North American identity.10  Her work is included in this review because 

she investigates the effectiveness of the IPCC’s permanent exhibition related to changing 

exhibition practices for providing education about Pueblo history and culture.  

In her chapter, “Identity and Representation – Native America and/in Museum Exhibits,” 

Hernandez contends that academic writing and research strongly shape how museums represent 

Native American people, history, and culture, which thus affects public perception.11 Her 

observation stems from her experience working as the Director of Curatorial Affairs at the 

IPCC.12 She states that the IPCC needs to assert greater authority over the content of its 

exhibitions because it is self-representational, meaning that Pueblo peoples are representing and 

interpreting their own history and culture.13 Hernandez analyzes the permanent exhibition, Our 

Land, Our Culture, Our Story, by closely examining text labels, archeological terms, timeline, 

and object presentation and interpretation. Through her analysis, she notes that the exhibition 

uses vocabulary, objects, and presentation styles that are standardized and favored by non-Native 

curators.14 Hernandez’s chapter thus counters the claims made by Simpson and Solimon who see 

the center as an example of promoting Pueblo worldviews.  

In 2007, Tazbah McCullah (Diné), the former Marketing and Advertising Director at the 

IPCC, published an article, “Indian Pueblo Cultural Center” in Journal of the West. McCullah 

discusses how the IPCC directly benefits surrounding Pueblo and non-Pueblo communities 

through its programs and research center. She offers a glimpse into the IPCC’s varying 

                                                           
10 Rebecca Sarah Hernandez, “Past is Perfect in the Present Tense: Exhibiting Native American in Museum and 
Culture Centers,” (PhD diss., University of New Mexico, 2004), 9. 
11 Hernandez, “Past is Perfect in the Present Tense,” 119. 
12 Hernandez, “Past is Perfect in the Present Tense,” 135. 
13 Hernandez, “Past is Perfect in the Present Tense,” 136. 
14 Hernandez, “Past is Perfect in the Present Tense,” 138-42. 
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programs, exhibitions, and projects that facilitate understanding of and learning about Pueblo 

culture for Pueblo and non-Pueblo audiences.15 She argues that the IPCC’s exhibitions illustrate 

the different ways that Pueblo peoples have ensured cultural survival.16 She surveys different 

spaces of the IPCC that promote learning and appreciation of Pueblo history and culture, such as 

the Pueblo House, permanent historical exhibitions, and contemporary Pueblo art exhibitions. 

McCullah also highlights that the Institute for Pueblo Indian Studies is a research center 

established shortly after the center’s opening that serves Pueblo members and research scholars 

interested in Pueblo Indian Studies.17 She gives further mention to the IPCC’s Pueblo Archives 

and Research Library, which is maintained by the Institute for Pueblo Indian Studies, which 

demonstrates that the center is a unique repository for Pueblo culture and history.18  

These articles reveal the challenges the IPCC faces in balancing goals of self-

representation, community benefit, economic sustainability, education, and cultural survival. 

There is a tension between the two main audiences being served, namely the Pueblo community 

and the general public. Yet, the foundational history of the IPCC is undervalued, overlooked, and 

perhaps taken for granted. Simpson in 1996 provides a glimpse into the center’s formation but no 

scholarship has been dedicated to the center’s formation since her book. Whereas places such as 

the U’mista Cultural Centre and the Mashantucket Pequot Museum have written histories, the 

IPCC does not.  

 

 

                                                           
15 Tazbah McCullah, “Indian Pueblo Cultural Center, Albuquerque, New Mexico,” Journal of the West 46, no. 1 
(Winter 2007). Joe Sando was the founder of the effort to launch the Institute for Pueblo Indian Studies. 
16 McCullah, “Indian Pueblo Cultural Center,” 30. 
17 McCullah, “Indian Pueblo Cultural Center,” 31. 
18 McCullah, “Indian Pueblo Cultural Center,” 31. 
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Research questions  

My goal is to examine the history of the IPCC during the period from 1966 to 1976 with 

respect to questions of intertribal political organization, political interactions with the federal 

government, and educational sovereignty. I am particularly interested in how and why the AIPC 

created the IPCC. What were some of the arguments supporting its founding? Who were the 

leaders in this process? Did all of the members of the AIPC support the idea of a cultural center?  

The research will also explore the political relationships between the AIPC and the 

federal government, specifically how an urban site was returned to the Pueblo communities. 

Who, within the federal government, did the AIPC work with? Were there competing non-Native 

claims for use of the land? If so, how did the AIPC organize as a political body to regain this 

land and what legal instruments were created to facilitate the land’s return? 

Theory and Method 

My work is informed by Indigenous decolonization theory that explores how cultural 

centers are sites of cultural revitalization that address legacies of historical trauma. According to 

Ho-Chunk Nation scholar, Amy Lonetree, the purpose of a decolonizing museum practice is to 

“generate the critical awareness that is necessary to heal from historical unresolved grief on all 

the levels and in all the ways that it continues to harm Native people today.” 19 Historical 

unresolved grief is mourning that has been delayed due to numerous historical traumas, traumas 

that span across generations, experienced by Indigenous peoples through violent acts of 

colonialism, such as forced removal, ethnocide, and religious suppression.20 The movement to 

decolonize museum practices stems from a desire to revive Indigenous languages, previously 

                                                           
19 Amy Lonetree, Decolonizing Museums: Representing Native America in National and Tribal Museums (Chapel 
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2012), 6.  
20 Lonetree, Decolonizing Museums, 124. 
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prohibited ceremonies, Indigenous knowledges, and to continue tribal lifeways.21 Decolonizing 

museum practices include shifting collecting practices, exhibition strategies, and research 

methods from a colonial model —in which the museum, seen as a temple or ivory tower, benefits 

from colonial tactics that subjugate non-Western peoples and cultures— towards collaborative 

models that emphasize museums developing relationships, sharing authority and communicating 

with Native communities.22 

The study adopts a multimodal approach taking advantage of comparative analysis, 

archival research, and interviews. I employ a comparative study of tribal museums and cultural 

centers to identify key community needs and strategic responses. I then focus on Pueblo tribal 

museums and cultural centers with the goal of identifying similarities and differences. Most of 

these were established after the IPCC. I am therefore interested in the degree to which IPCC 

influenced any of these museums. I have conducted archival research focusing on state 

newspaper archives, tribal newspaper archives, IPCC archives, AIPC archives, university 

archives, and Presidential Library archives. These resources provide valuable insights into the 

legal contexts underlying of the creation of the IPCC and its representation to the public. I had 

originally hoped to conduct open-ended interviews with former members of the AIPC, in which 

these interviews would function as oral histories. However, I suspended this project during the 

current COVID-19 pandemic to avoid risking my elders’ lives.  

Organization of Thesis 

My thesis is organized into five chapters. In chapter 2, I provide a brief review of tribal 

museums and culture centers in North America. I then focus on Pueblo tribal museums, 

                                                           
21 Lonetree, Decolonizing Museums, 8.  
22 Lonetree, Decolonizing Museums, 170; Jen Shannon, “Posterity is Now,” Museum Anthropology 42, no. 1 (2019): 
5-13. 
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ecomuseums, and culture centers, most of which were established after the IPCC. In chapter 3, I 

summarize the history of the AIPC and its relationship to the Albuquerque Indian School (AIS) 

by referring to secondary sources about the school’s formation, function, and subsequent closing. 

I examine the center’s conceptualization phase, exploring who initiated the concept and why. In 

Chapter 4 I delve deeper into the cultural center's history focusing on its infrastructure and 

administration and end at the IPCC’s grand opening in 1976. In Chapter 5, I offer some 

conclusions about the value of the IPCC and offer directions for future research. 
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Chapter 2. Indigenous Self-Representation 

The IPCC can be understood within the broader landscape of tribal museums and culture 

centers in North America. Tribal museums began to appear in the middle of the 1960’s and 

increased during the 1980s.23 They represent attempts by tribes to assert control over public 

narratives about Native American people and cultures. In current literature, tribal museums are 

discussed as part of an on-going decolonizing museum practice.24 Tribal museums, ecomuseums, 

and cultural centers challenge dominant narratives that stereotype Native North American 

peoples as static and unchanging, place Native American nationhood and struggle in the past, 

and downplay the contemporary forms of colonialism impacting Indigenous communities. 

Cultural centers promote Native vitality and survivance often by showcasing culture and arts 

within a designated community. An ecomuseum combines the natural and social environment of 

a specific community and “extend[s] the activities of the museum and the focus of its work 

beyond the actual museum building and into the community.” 25  

Tribal museums, cultural centers, and ecomuseums are important because they allow 

contemporary Native North American communities to transmit and perpetuate cultural heritage 

and knowledge on their own terms.26 A crucial responsibility of tribal museums is to tell difficult 

stories that illustrate the harmful effects of past and present colonial efforts to silence Indigenous 

perspectives and lifeways.27 Not only do they educate the public about past and present 

                                                           
23 Nancy J. Fuller and Susanne Fabricius, “Native American museums and cultural centers: Historical overview and 
current issues,” Zeitschrift für Ethnologie 117 (1992):  224-5. 
24 Lonetree, Decolonizing Museums.  
25 Simpson, Making Representations, 71. 
26 Fuller and Fabricius, “Native American museums and cultural centers,” 224; Rose Marie Wood, “Native 
American/Tribal Museums: Heritage Preservation in Suppressed Cultures,” (PhD diss., Texas Tech University, 
1993), 1. 
27 Lonetree, Decolonizing Museums, 5. 
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Indigenous experiences, they reaffirm cultural identity by preserving elements of culture, such as 

artifacts, language, and skills.28 They are venues that serve the community through education and 

activities that transmit knowledge and skills to upcoming generations, known as knowledge 

transference.29 The exhibitions and programs provided by these institutions enable respectful 

representation, interpretation, cultural continuity, and foster group pride.30  

Tribal Museums and Cultural Centers 

Tribal museums and cultural centers have a long history in North America. In 1981 

George P. Horse Capture authored the article, “Some Observations on Establishing Tribal 

Museums” and addressed the problems and concerns that tribes were facing when establishing a 

museum during the eighties.31 He argues that the establishment of tribal museums is to regain, 

revive, and preserve “Indianness,” Indigenous cultural lifeways, through the process of adapting 

“the white man’s ways and methods.”32 His article is a technical leaflet that outlines the basic 

requirement for establishing a tribal museum, an idea; the organizational structure; the members 

of the board; the physical museum building; name; museum director; funding; collections; and 

personnel training. He contends that, in the future, tribal museums will “turn the tide of cultural 

erosion and save our ‘Indianness’ for ourselves and for the world.”33  

Gloria Cranmer Webster, in her 1990 article, “The U’mista Cultural Centre” writes about 

the origin, purpose and future goals of the U’mista Cultural Center that belongs to 

Kwakwaka’wakw peoples.34 Cranmer Webster contextualizes the life of the U’mista Cultural 

                                                           
28 Simpson, Making Representations, 137. 
29 Simpson, Making Representations, 137. 
30 Simpson, Making Representations, 138. 
31 George P. Horse Capture, “Some Observations on Establishing Tribal Museums,” History News 36, no. 1 (January 
1981): 22. 
32 Horse Capture, 21. 
33 Horse Capture, 27. 
34 Gloria Cranmer Webster, “The U’mista Cultural Centre,” The Massachusetts Review 31, no. 1/2 (1990): 132–43. 
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Centre regarding the separation of Indigenous materials from their home community. The origin 

of the center is important because it demonstrates how mainstream museums have contributed to 

Indigenous historical trauma. She then illustrates how tribal museums are resisting these colonial 

legacies. She establishes that the formation of tribal museums and centers is for cultural 

continuity, maintenance, and preservation.35  

She explains the origins of the U’mista Cultural Centre’s Potlatch Collection as an 

important starting point to understand the foundation of the Cultural Centre. In 1884, Canada 

enacted Section 149 of the Indian Act that prohibited the potlatch and Tamanawas.36 The 

prohibition had an immense effect during the 1921 disaster, in which forty-five people of high 

stature were arrested for participating in a large potlatch.37 An illegal agreement stipulated that if 

tribes gave up their paraphernalia the forty-five people would not have to serve prison terms.38 

Therefore, under duress, some tribes reluctantly turned over their items to the Indian Agent. 

These items included coppers, masks, rattles and whistles, which the Department of Indian 

Affairs then divided and sold to different museums in Canada and the United States.39 

Afterwards, the potlatch went underground. Section 149 was deleted from the Indian Act in 1951 

and led to efforts in the 1960’s and early 1970’s to repatriate the Potlatch Collection.40  

The U’mista Culture Centre’s existence was built upon the repatriation of the potlatch 

collection in 1980. It was formed under the stipulation from the Board of Trustees of the 

National Museums of Canada that the potlatch items would only be returned if they could be 

                                                           
35 Cranmer Webster. 
36 Cranmer Webster, 132–33. 
37 Cranmer Webster, 133. 
38 Cranmer Webster, 133. 
39 Cranmer Webster, 133–34. 
40 Cranmer Webster, 134–35. 
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housed in an area with “proper facilities.”41 The center’s establishment allowed these items to 

return home. Regarding the name of the center: u’mista is a reference to when people were 

returned to their homes after being held in captivity by other raiding parties, in which the 

returned people were said to have u’mista.42 According to Kwakwaka’wakw elders, the returned 

potlach collection was like an u’mista.43 Her concluding argument is that Kwakwaka’wakw 

peoples have an obligation to develop and maintain their cultural identity, much in the same way 

that their forefathers left a legacy that fought to preserve a Kwakwaka’wakw future for 

upcoming generations.  

James Clifford, in his chapter “Four Northwest Coast Museums: Travel Reflections,” 

argues that mainstream museum narratives depicting the vanishing Indian are being replaced by 

cultural institutions, such as the U’mista and Nuyumbalees (formerly the Kwagiulth Museum 

Cultural Center), which advocate revival, remembrance, and struggle.44 He further claims, 

through his survey of four different Northwest Coast museums, that the U’mista and 

Nuyumablees cultural centers are embodiments of Indigenous storytelling, collection, and 

display.45 In his comparative analysis of the cultural centers, he states that mainstream museums 

attempt to represent human heritage as a collective whole, whereas these two cultural centers 

have specific community affiliations and concerns; they are hyperlocal.46 He states that the 

increasing popularity of tribal cultural centers allows for effective repatriation.47 Clifford argues 

that mainstream museums are being decentered by tribal museums and cultural centers, in which 

                                                           
41 Cranmer Webster, 135. 
42 Cranmer Webster, 135. 
43 Cranmer Webster, 135. 
44 James Clifford, “Four Northwest Coast Museums: Travel Reflections,” in Exhibiting Cultures: The Poetics and 
Politics of Museum Display, ed. Ivan Karp and Steven D. Lavine (Washington: Smithsonian Institution, 1991), 214. 
45 Clifford, 215. 
46 Clifford, 229–33. 
47 Clifford, 242. 
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the museum is being transformed into an Indigenous temple ignoring the claims of the dominant 

culture.48 Zooming out of the Northwest Coast region, I turn to an essay from 1992 that surveys 

tribal museums and cultural centers broadly to capture emerging themes related to these 

institutions. 

 Nancy J. Fuller and Susanne Fabricius argue in their 1992 article, “Native American 

museums and cultural centers; Historical overview and current issues,” that tribal museums and 

cultural centers are facilitators for cultural knowledge transference.49 They surmise that the 

movement to establish tribal museums and cultural centers was caused by two social forces of 

the sixties and seventies: changing policies between the federal government and Native nations; 

and changing public attitudes towards disenfranchised groups after the civil rights movement.50 

Fuller and Fabricius create four distinctions for tribal museums: tribally operated museums, 

where the governing structure is elected by the tribe; pan-Indian cultural centers that respond to 

the needs of those who live in major cities; museums and galleries, those that are linked to larger 

institutional entities; and private, non-profit museums.51 They state that concerns surrounding 

land and identity are among the main concerns that lead tribal communities to develop a 

museum, in which language and repatriation are emphasized.52 In other words, these spaces 

protect tribal cultural resources. They argue that the common mission for tribal museums and 

cultural centers is to preserve and transfer culture and traditions for the future.53 Tribal museums 

and cultural centers protect community member’s privacy and function as mediators between 

                                                           
48 Clifford, 248–49. 
49 Nancy J Fuller and Susanne Fabricius, “Native American Museums and Cultural Centers: Historical Overview and 
Current Issues,” Zeitschrift Für Ethnologie, 1992, 223–37. 
50 Fuller and Fabricius, 224–25. 
51 Fuller and Fabricius, 228–29. 
52 Fuller and Fabricius, 226–27. 
53 Fuller and Fabricius, 230. 
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Native and non-Native groups.54 The following article continues to examine tribal museums 

broadly, but as they interact with American museums. 

JoAllyn Archambault in her 1993 essay, “American Indians and American museums,” 

examines the relationship between Native communities, tribal museums, and mainstream 

American museums, where she addresses issues related to consultation, representation, and 

collaboration.55 Archambault argues that tribal museums focus on issues and themes that are 

locally relevant and affect tribal self-image.56 Tribal museums represent Indigenous 

interpretations of history that can be understood as an oppositional history by resisting pioneer 

narratives that celebrate the conquering of the West.57 There are two forms of operating a tribal 

museum, according to Archambault.58 One type of tribal museum serves a non-Native audience, 

whereas the other is a critical social institution which serves a Native audience that encourages 

community social, intellectual, and cultural life.59  

 Archambault asserts that tribal museums are pushing against mainstream museum 

narratives that place Indigenous peoples within a pristine past. Tribal museums are developing a 

message to non-Indigenous peoples that Indigenous peoples are contemporary members of 

society.60 Tribal museums speak to their constituent communities by elaborating their histories of 

cultural suppression, resistance, and survival.61 She argues that these institutions play a 

significant role in cultural revitalization by emphasizing and encouraging traditional skill 
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building, culturally appropriate concepts of kinship, language, and spirituality.62 At the end of 

her article, she surmises that continuity, survival, preservation and renewal are at the core of 

discussions between Native American peoples and museums.63 In the next segment, I jump 

forward to 2008 for another example of a tribal museum that is reinforcing their national and 

cultural identity.  

Bill Anthes, in his article “Learning from Foxwoods: Visualizing the Mashantucket 

Pequot Tribal Museum,” investigates how Pequot nationhood is embodied at the Foxwoods 

Casino, and the Mashantucket Pequot Museum and Research Center.64 The Mashantucket Pequot 

case represents a unique situation in which community members are returning to their homelands 

to articulate their continuity as a tribal nation. Mashantucket Pequot history cannot be separated 

from the formation of the Pequot Tribal Museum and Research Center, in which the community 

has survived genocidal warfare; slavery as a result of colonial warfare; the forced colonial 

dissolution of the nation by which the use of the name “Pequot” was prohibited; and massive 

land loss.65 When the museum and research center opened in 1998 the staff stated, “the Pequot 

people will celebrate their rebirth as a nation with the opening of the Mashantucket Pequot 

Museum and Research Center.”66 The museum and research center was underwritten by casino 

profits demonstrating that the Foxwoods operates as an economic vehicle to support Pequot 

nationhood and identity.67 The museum and casino, according to Anthes, consolidate and 

                                                           
62 Archambault, 11–15. 
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encourage a sense of shared heritage and citizenship for Pequot peoples who recently returned to 

their community by presenting a distinct narrative of Pequot history.68 The Mashantucket are a 

prime example to demonstrate the types of historical trauma tribal museums are addressing 

within their walls and community.  

Pueblo Tribal Museums and Cultural Centers  

The Pueblo communities in Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas have developed a variety 

of cultural centers, museums, and ecomuseums. Of the 20 different federally recognized Pueblo 

tribes located in New Mexico and Texas, seven Pueblo communities currently have a tribal-

owned cultural center, museum or ecomuseums.69 The Pueblo of Acoma owns and operates the 

Sky City Cultural Center and Haak’u Museum that was established in the 1990’s, but reopened 

in 2006 due to a fire three months after its initial completion.70 The Pueblo of Jemez runs the 

Walatowa Visitor Center and Museum. The Pueblo of Picuris owns the Picuris Pueblo Museum. 

The Poeh Cultural Center and Museum was established in 1988 by the Pueblo of Pojoaque and 

opened to the public in 1991.71 San Ildefonso owns and operates the San Ildefonso Pueblo 

Museum. The Pueblo of Ysleta del Sur, which is located in Texas near El Paso, established the 

Ysleta del Sur Pueblo Museum and Cultural Center in 1975, though the building was rebuilt in 

1992 after it was destroyed by a fire.72 Lastly, the Pueblo of Zuni runs the A:shiwi A:wan 

Museum and Heritage Center, which was conceptualized in the 1960s and formally established 
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Museum,” (PhD diss., University of New Mexico, 2013), 161. 
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in 1992.73  Including the Indian Pueblo Cultural Center, which is owned by the nineteen Pueblos 

in New Mexico, there are currently eight Pueblo cultural institutions.  

These institutions run akin to other tribal museums within the United States, though there 

is a notable difference regarding the flow of knowledge. Pueblo secrecy is well-documented 

amongst both Pueblo and non-Pueblo peoples.74 Pueblo secrecy primarily concerns the flow of 

esoteric knowledge, in which information is only available to initiated members of a specific 

society and applies to the community and members alike.75 The control of knowledge, through a 

Pueblo perspective, facilitates the preservation of Pueblo lifeways.76 Due to this control of 

knowledge, Pueblo cultural centers, museums, and ecomuseums uphold traditional Pueblo 

pedagogies.77 Pueblo flow of esoteric knowledge within a museum setting is a key aspect for 

understanding how Pueblo cultural institutions operate on the ground and is presently a sparsely 

researched field.  

Only three of eight Pueblo cultural institutions have been subject to serious scholarly 

study. These are the A:shiwi A:wan Museum and Heritage Center, the Poeh Cultural Center and 

Museum, and the Sky City Cultural Center and Haak’u Museum.78 These texts begin to elucidate 

the rich histories and complex museological practices taking place in Pueblo Country.  

                                                           
73 Gwyneira Isaac, Mediating Knowledges: Origins of a Zuni Tribal Museum (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 
2007), 87, 104.  
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The first scholarly monograph that examines the internal dynamics of a Pueblo cultural 

institution is Mediating Knowledges: Origins of a Zuni Tribal Museum, published in 2007, by 

Gwyneira Isaac. She argues that the A:shiwi A:wan Museum and Heritage Center actively 

develops strategies to mediate between Zuni and Euro-American approaches to knowledge.79 

Isaac addresses a gap in museum ethnography by deliberating how local and cultural hierarchies, 

and knowledge systems affect the recountal of cultural histories.80 Her ethnographic case study 

focuses on the flow and access of knowledge within a tribal museum setting, in which the 

A:shiwi A:wan Museum challenges the supposed neutral setting of a museum.81 Isaac advocates 

developing a new framework for understanding tribal museums because few previous studies 

document community’s responses to tribal museums.82 In the past, studies have used a top-down 

approach in which the dominant society’s written records are used to create an analysis rather 

than using the respective society’s historical records.83 She asserts that previous studies largely 

focus on textual analysis and thus downplay the authority of oral tradition and other methods of 

knowledge transference within Indigenous communities.84 She proposes a culturally specific 

framework that recognizes the dynamics of mediation as understood both within Zuni and 

Western society.85  

Through the exploration and comparison of Zuni and Euro-American ideas surrounding 

mediation, Isaac privileges Zuni systems of knowledge when analyzing the A:shiwi A:wan 

Museum and Heritage Center. She identifies “principles of mediation” in which the museum and 
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museum staff are mediators, who promote an agreeable relationship between diverging 

perspectives from within and outside the Zuni community.86 She argues that the museum creates 

a process of mediation between external and internal viewpoints, whereas the museum staff are 

agents who reconcile these divergent viewpoints.87 Isaac’s book is essential when deliberating 

how one specific Pueblo community controls the flow of esoteric knowledge within a museum 

setting that is designed for both Zuni and non-Zuni audiences. She specifically calls for more 

studies to deliberate the effect of tribal museums upon their respective communities, as told from 

community member’s perspectives.  

Since Isaac’s monograph little scholarship has been published that investigates other 

Pueblo cultural institutions, mainly the effects on their respective communities. Indeed, there is a 

seven-year gap between Isaac’s monograph and Kaila Cogdill’s study of the Pueblo of 

Pojoaque’s Poeh Cultural Center and Museum. Cogdill’s ethnology, written in 2013, is the most 

recent scholarship that investigates the internal dynamics of a Pueblo cultural institution other 

than the A:shiwi A:wan Museum and Heritage Center. Isaac reappears in the literature review, in 

2015, to expand upon the A:shiwi A:wan Museum and Heritage Center’s community impact.  

Kaila Cogdill, in “Looking Forward Rather Than Backward: Cultural Revitalization at 

the Poeh Cultural Center and Museum,” explores how the Pueblo of Pojoaque uses The Poeh 

Cultural Center and Museum to revitalize and enhance their cultural legacy.88 Her case study 

primarily focuses on the Poeh Center’s role within its respective community, as an agent of 

recovery, and to strengthen Pojoaque identity and community pride.89 She relies upon Isaac’s 

Mediating Knowledges: Origins of a Zuni Tribal Museum to frame her investigative work at 
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Zuni. Cogdill argues that the Poeh Center is a site for expressing contemporary Pueblo culture, 

and that although it elucidates how concepts of identity affect cultural revitalization, the museum 

does not “resolve competing conceptions of Native American identity in the 21st century.” 90 She, 

alongside Isaac, call for in-depth examinations of internal dynamics of Pueblo cultural centers, 

ecomuseums, and cultural centers, especially from a local community standpoint, mainly how 

they affect cultural identity and revitalization within their respective communities.91  

In addition to her study of the Poeh Center, Cogdill briefly examines the Haak’u Museum 

at Acoma Pueblo, and the A:shiwi A:wan Museum and Heritage Center at Zuni Pueblo, to create 

a comparative study that examines the cultural context and internal dynamics of these respective 

museums.92 She provides glimpses of interviews to trace the inception of the new Haak’u 

museum, which reopened in May of 2006 after the original building burnt down in the 1980s.93 

Her analysis of Haak’u reflects a museum in transition, which details the museum’s ongoing 

desire to develop community involvement through community-oriented programs and 

exhibitions.94 Cogdill briefly documents the museum and staff culture, and community 

engagement with the Haak’u Museum. Afterwards, she provides numerous Zuni primary 

accounts of the A:shiwi A:wan Museum and Heritage Center, surveys community involvement 

and engagement, and discusses the internal dynamics of the museum. She concludes that the 

Haak’u Museum is a vehicle to explain Acoma culture and history to outsiders, whereas A:shiwi 
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A:wan Museum and Heritage Center is engineered to serve its respective community to share 

ideas and questions that surface from within the community.95  

Cogdill regards tribal museums, ecomuseums, and cultural centers as vital gathering 

locations that generate “a sense of purpose to pass on traditional knowledge to the next 

generation.”96 Cogdill’s conclusion provides community input for future pathways related to 

exhibitions and programming at Poeh, thus emphasizing a locally based approach where 

community members can guide the future of the museum. Her case study was performed through 

a participant observer standpoint: she interned at the museum; created museum surveys; and 

conducted anonymous interviews with museum staff and Pojoaque community members to 

consider the local aspects of creating and maintaining a museum, and gain insights regarding 

inside and outside perceptions of Pueblo identity. Her participant observer methodology 

acknowledges community leaders, historians, and staff as experts within her field of study. In 

doing so, Cogdill aligns her methodology with Acoma, Pojoaque, and Zuni Pueblos who “favor a 

locally based approach,” in which respective community members are the experts who contest 

dominant narratives pertaining to Puebloan identity and history.97   

Since Cogdill’s publication, one article has been published in 2015 that further 

investigates the internal workings of A:shiwi A:wan Museum and Heritage Center. In “‘Get to 

Know Your World’: An Interview with Jim Enote, Director of the A:shiwi A:wan Museum and 

Heritage Center in Zuni, New Mexico,” Gwyneira Isaac explores how social equality needs 

affect operations at A:shiwi A:wan Museum and Heritage Center.98 Isaac’s chapter illustrates 
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how the A:shiwi A:wan Museum and Heritage Center is reshaping museum practices to meet the 

distinctive needs of its respective community.  

She argues the Museum and Heritage Center’s exhibitions and programs meet local needs 

that address social inequities brought upon from within and outside the community.99 She 

includes an interview with Jim Enote, the museum’s director since 2005, who is the current CEO 

of Colorado Plateau Foundation.100 Enote and Isaac both acknowledge how the museum works 

across different knowledge systems and hierarchies, Zuni and non-Zuni, to negotiate a form of 

Zuni pedagogy that benefits from public knowledge while not intruding upon esoteric 

information.101 They surmise that the museum functions to help Zuni people interact and speak 

with one another in order to maintain an ongoing and dynamic Zuni mode of life.102  

Isaac keeps the interview in first-person to capture Enote’s immediacy on the importance 

of the museum. By quoting him in the first-person Isaac ensures that he is regarded as an 

authority within museology. Enote argues that the museum’s collaborative efforts shape and 

contribute to the field of museology and information science; correct lack of- and mis- 

information of Zuni history and material culture; brings the Zuni and science world together; and 

allows the exploration of what is permitted to be public knowledge.103 He claims that the new 

programs address unequal power relations between Zuni and non-Zuni peoples.104 Enote surveys 

different programs and collaborations that illuminate how the A:shiwi A:wan Museum and 

Heritage Center operates to benefit the Zuni community, such as the Zuni Catalog, A:shiwi Map 
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Art Project, and Pathways to Zuni Wisdom.105 Isaac’s chapter, coupled with Enote’s professional 

observations, is a model for other studies that seek to illuminate how Pueblo cultural institutions 

are transforming museum practices. Isaac’s literature, from 2007 and 2015, are the only 

academic writings that investigate the flow of esoteric knowledge within a Pueblo museum 

setting. 

A recent publication, in 2019, discusses a partnership between the Poeh Cultural Center 

and the National Museum of the American Indian (NMAI). Cynthia Chavez Lamar (Pueblo of 

San Felipe) in her article, “A Pathway Home: Connecting Museum Collections with Native 

Communities,” explores the importance of reconnecting Native communities with museum 

collections. In doing so, she focuses on a partnership that brought one hundred Pueblo ceramics, 

dating from the late nineteenth to early twentieth century, from the NMAI to the Poeh Cultural 

Center and Museum.106 Chavez Lamar’s description of the partnership, exhibition, and resultant 

actions shows how the Poeh Cultural Center and Museum benefits its community by facilitating 

future cultural production through collaborative stewardship and exhibition strategies.  

She argues that the partnership emphasized collaborative planning and stewardship, 

which in turn acknowledges that Native communities need to be connected with museum 

collections to ensure proper care and understanding of the collections.107 Collaborative 

stewardship benefits both the museum and Native community; it improves museum 

professionals’ care and documentation of cultural items, while interactions between the 

collections and the descendant community contribute to cultural knowledge transference, 
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preservation, and renewal.108 Chavez Lamar describes the process of collaborative stewardship at 

the NMAI whereby Pueblo of Pojoaque advisors revealed how conservation repairs or cleanings 

can obscure the history of an object.109 Lamar Chavez cites varying Native and non-Native 

museum professionals who work with Native communities and museum collections to 

demonstrate how the Poeh’s partnership and resulting exhibition, “Di Wae Powa (They Came 

Back),” supports Tewa well-being as defined by Tewa peoples. 110 She discusses how the 

connection between Tewa community members and the museum collections prompted action, 

such as artist-led workshops inspired by the pottery, community gathering, and the publication of 

a Tewa children’s book that weaves together a Tewa story and the “Di Wae Powa” exhibition.111 

Chavez Lamar illustrates how other scholars can contribute to the understanding of how Pueblo 

cultural institutions are benefitting their communities through decolonizing museum practices.  

The literature surrounding tribal museums, cultural centers, and ecomuseums, which 

include the Pueblos, emphasize knowledge transference, cultural revitalization, and the 

preservation of continuous cultural lifeways. These places articulate the legacies of historical 

trauma brought upon tribes, and in doing so, develop oppositional histories that challenge the 

neutrality of museum settings. They are protective spaces for returned cultural belongings and 

newly created tribal cultural resources. They are locations that foster hyperlocal histories. They 

provide culturally appropriate systems of teaching and learning. They emphasize Native identity 

and relationships to land. These spaces mediate between Native and non-Native worldviews. 

Finally, these locations allow Indigenous peoples to advocate for upcoming generations to inherit 
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their national and cultural heritage. While tribal museums, cultural centers and ecomuseums are 

not the only place that knowledge transference occurs, they certainly encourage the process.   
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Chapter 3. Setting the Stage 

This chapter provides a brief overview of the All Indian Pueblo Council and the 

Albuquerque Indian School.112 Both the AIPC and Albuquerque Indian School played central 

roles in the founding of the IPCC. The AIPC provided the leadership for the project and the 

negotiations between the AIPC and federal government over the role of the Albuquerque Indian 

School, which resulted in 11.6 acres of land being set aside for the IPCC. The negotiations 

showcase the limitations of the legal standing requirements imposed by the federal government 

on Indigenous organizations. The negotiations also demonstrate the political prowess of Pueblo 

communities.  

All Indian Pueblo Council (AIPC) 

The AIPC, now the All Pueblo Council of Governors (APCG), is an important starting 

point to understand the foundation of the IPCC. The Council is comprised of the elected 

governors of the twenty Pueblos.113 The Council rotates as frequently as any given Pueblo holds 

their electoral process.114 Admittedly, my discussion of the AIPC does not span into their 

dealings with New Spain and Mexico, only with the United States.  

The elected officials who serve upon the AIPC represent the needs of their respective 

Pueblo constituents. The AIPC exists as a central point of communication between the twenty 

Pueblos and external governments, similar to the Haudenosaunee Confederacy. The word 
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external is emphasized because the AIPC does not influence nor interfere with each individual 

Pueblo’s government or tribal community, but advocates on behalf of the all the Pueblos. I 

provide this information because the AIPC is a main figure in the development of the IPCC. 

Understanding the long history of the AIPC is important to the story of the IPCC because it 

demonstrates how the Council advocates for the well-being and protection of Pueblo peoples, 

and that the IPCC is a product of such advocacy and protection.  

Oral histories indicate that the AIPC has an ancient existence that stretches back to the 

arrival of Diné and Apache peoples, in which the Council counteracted raiding parties.115 The 

Council’s first recorded interaction with Spanish conquistadors was in 1598 when thirty-eight 

Pueblo leaders met at Kewa (Santo Domingo Pueblo) with Juan de Oñate.116 The Council has 

been credited for the organization of the Pueblo Revolt of 1680, when most Pueblo communities 

convened together to completely drive the Spanish from Pueblo Country for twelve years.117 The 

AIPC continuously demonstrates their dedication to the well-being of Pueblo peoples. In 2014, 

they issued a resolution in support of protecting the Greater Cedar Mesa Region, also known as 

Bears Ears National Monument.118 Most recently, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the APCG 

and IPCC created a Pueblo Relief Fund on April 16, 2020, providing Pueblo communities with 

food and critical household supplies, which served approximately seventy thousand Pueblo 

citizens.119  
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Ninety-nine years ago, the AIPC fought to secure Pueblo peoples’ rights to religious 

freedom when, on February 24, 1923, the Indian Commissioner of Affairs, Charles Burke, signed 

and released “Circular No. 1665: Indian Dancing,” which described Indian dances as “Indian 

Offences,” and justified the prohibition of Pueblo dances.120 The circular and its supplemental 

document recommended that,  

Indian dances be limited to one in each month in the daylight hours of one day in the 
mid-week… [with no dances to be held in the] months of March, April, June, July and 
August… That none take part in the dances or be present who are under 50 years of 
age… [and that] a careful propaganda be undertaken to educate public opinion against the 
dance and to provide a healthy substitute.121 

 
The restriction of Pueblo community members’ participation in ceremonial dancing meant that 

the United States of America was attempting to diminish Pueblo identity and religion. The age 

restriction is an important limitation because it constricts how traditional knowledge and 

ceremony are passed down to subsequent generations, which would result in the dilution of 

Pueblo lifeways.  

 In response to the dance prohibition, the AIPC created a document signed by seventy-

four delegates from fourteen Pueblos addressing the United States and its citizens that, “[w]e 

Pueblo Indians of course have not consented to abandon our religion.”122 The letter describes the 

impact of “Circular No. 1665” and its supplement. The Council explains that the refused right for 

Pueblo members to teach religious practices guarantees that “the Indian religion will die”, 

because Pueblo youth will no longer be able to “pass on [religious] knowledge to the generation 

yet to come.”123 The AIPC represents a Pueblo perspective that considers how religious teachings 
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maintain Pueblo identity, as is stated in the closing line: “There is no future for the race of the 

Indians if its religion is killed.”124 The document demonstrates the Council’s commitment to 

protect Indigenous identity through religious rights. Throughout the centuries the Council 

continues to ensure that Pueblo peoples have the right to live within and express traditional 

lifeways.  

Forty years later, in 1965, under the leadership of AIPC Chairman, Domingo Montoya, 

the AIPC established a constitution, where they stated their purpose:  

[T]o promote justice and encourage the common welfare, to foster the social and 
economic advancement of all the Pueblo Indians, to preserve and protect our common 
interests, our inherent rights of self-government, and our rights as guaranteed to us by 
treaties, law, and the Federal Constitution of the United States of America…. 
 

During this time, the AIPC was actively resisting North Carolina’s Democratic Senator, Sam 

Ervin, and what are popularly referred to as the Ervin Bills that restricted tribal sovereignty, in 

which tribes’ governing authority was only as strong as what was approved by the United 

States.125 On other words, the federal government would have the authority to dictate how tribal 

governments were organized. Ultimately the bill was passed in 1968 but the AIPC greatly altered 

the nature of the legislation.126 In effect, the revised bill accommodated Pueblo tradition, which 

would allow Native governments to promote their religion, rather than separate the two from 

each other.127 As in the 1920’s, the AIPC once again preserved and protected the rights of Pueblo 

people. 
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Albuquerque Indian School 

It is from this legacy of protection and advocacy that the Albuquerque Indian School 

(AIS) becomes a focus for the AIPC. The AIS was situated in Albuquerque, New Mexico, 

directly across the street from the present-day IPCC (Figure 3.1). It was founded in 1881 by the 

Presbyterian Board of Home Missions and transferred to the United States government in 

1886.128 When the AIS was founded, the mission was to encourage Native children, through 

education, to abandon traditional life ways and assimilate into the dominant American society.129 

One hundred years after its opening, in 1981, the school was officially closed due to safety 

concerns.130 This decision to close the school came after many deliberations related to the well-

being of students, including the curriculum and physical safety.  

 

 

Figure 3.1 Aerial Photo of the Albuquerque Indian School in the 1930s. Albuquerque Historical Society. 
Source: https://www.albuqhistsoc.org/programs/ahs-2015-2016-programs/albuquerque-indian-school-
origins-history-and-communities/. 
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The opportunity to regain the AIS land emerged from the AIPC’s understanding that, “the 

Indian Service will have no further use for [the] land after the summer of 1968 when the existing 

facilities must be abandoned and destroyed because they constitute a serious safety hazard.”131 In 

1965 the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) conducted a survey of the AIS property and concluded 

that only eleven of the forty-two buildings were in “good” condition and condemned two of the 

school’s buildings.132 The following year, the US federal government began planning for a new 

AIS site on the west side of the Rio Grande. The justification was due to the buildings’ potential 

safety hazards.133 The proposed vacancy of the AIS land caught the attention of the AIPC. 

Therefore, Sophie D. Aberle set up a meeting between AIPC Chairman Montoya and the 

Secretary of the Interior, Stewart Udall, in Washington D.C. On April 25, 1965 “as the Secretary 

was leaving for the west, [Chairman] Montoya walked with him down the hall to the elevator, 

asking that the [AIPC] be given title to the federal land and buildings of the present Albuquerque 

school.”134  

After the meeting with Senator Udall, on May 13, 1966, Chairman Montoya sent a letter 

to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Robert L. Bennett (Oneida), to discuss the AIS land. In 

this letter, Montoya explains the AIPC’s preliminary plans for the fifty-four acres. Initially, the 

AIS land was to include a “permanent site for [a] Pueblo Arts and Crafts Guild and retail 

store.”135 From what I can gather, the Arts and Crafts Guild was to be a retail operation, in which 

Pueblo peoples could increase their income through their artistic creations or by working in a 

store. In addition to the retail store, the AIPC envisioned that there would be supplementary 
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shops owned and operated by the Pueblos and Pueblo individuals. The idea was that each shop 

could specialize in “the products of one Pueblo.”136 The location would house a museum that 

would include a plaza for dances, an indoor theatre for plays, and a replica of a Pueblo Catholic 

Mission church.137 At this time, the AIPC proposed to build a motel, museum, theatre, retail 

shops, and restaurants. 

The following year in 1967, the BIA considered transferring their Branch of Education to 

the Department of Health, Education and Welfare.138 In a letter to Secretary Udall, Chairman 

Montoya of the AIPC, recounts the verbal agreement in which the Secretary indicated that the 

AIS surplus land, land that was not being used, could be transferred to the AIPC.139 Montoya 

stressed in his letter that the AIPC was unsure about what would happen to this land transfer if 

the AIS was under the Department of Health, Education and Welfare. Due to this uncertainty, 

Chairman Montoya, directly sought the Secretary’s firm commitment to transfer the land prior to 

this change.140 Again, Montoya articulated the AIPC’s proposed use of the land for an Arts and 

Crafts Center that would house an experiential educational center.141 

According to Sophie D. Aberle, who actively helped the AIPC facilitate the different 

modes of communication between the Council and the federal government, in the summer of 

1968 Charles N. Zellers, the BIA’s Assistant Commissioner of Education, decided that the AIS 

site would continue to be used for Indian education.142 Therefore, the AIPC, through the 

Chairman, requested that the BIA survey the land for any surplus acreage that could be used for 
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the center and AIPC.143 By the end of the year, the BIA’s survey indicated 11.6 acres were 

considered surplus.144 On October 4, 1968, Chairman Montoya sent a letter to Harry Shooshan, 

Department of the Interior (DOI) Deputy Undersecretary for Programs, regarding the AIS tract 

of surplus land. Montoya states that the AIPC wanted to have the property transferred to take 

control of “all or part of the [AIS] property no longer needed by the [federal] government.”145 In 

the letter to Shooshan, Montoya also appealed to the United States Code (USC) 25 Section 293A 

as an opportunity to transfer the land title to the AIPC. He addressed a critical challenge to the 

code: “the question which arises is whether or not the All Indian Pueblo Council can be defined 

as a ‘local governmental agency’”.146 In a proactive manner, the AIPC created an Articles of 

Incorporation so that they might be recognized as a governmental agency under New Mexico 

State Law.147  

 The DOI attorneys deliberated on the question of whether the AIPC qualified as a local 

governmental agency. The Associate Solicitor for Indian Affairs, Henry B. Taliaferro, Jr., 

responded to this critical question in 1968. In the end, Taliaferro did not recognize the AIPC as a 

governmental agency. His justification is as follows,  

On the basis of information presently available, the Council appears to be a rather 
informal association of representatives of the various Indian Pueblos of New Mexico. We 
[the DOI] know of no legal justification for its inclusion as a State or local governmental 
agency or local school authority. 
The Council is certainly not a local school authority. It is not a State of local 
governmental agency, nor any sort of governmental agency, because it has no powers of 
political administration which, by definition, constitute government. …The establishment 
of an entity if not a critical element under the statue—the possession of governmental 
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authority is crucial. Such authority is not to be found in an assertion by a self-serving act, 
but must exist by virtue of cardinal establishment or derivative creation. Neither exists 
here….148 
 

The DOI, including the Attorney General Ramsey Clark and Secretary of the Interior Stewart 

Udall, states that the AIPC needs governmental authority, through cardinal establishment or 

derivative creation, to be recognized by the United States in order to convey AIS land 

administratively. In addition, the DOI classified the AIPC as an informal association of 

representatives for the nineteen Pueblos of New Mexico despite the fact that on October 16, 

1965, the AIPC adopted a constitution of the All Indian Pueblo Council of New Mexico.149 The 

signing of the constitution was witnessed and applauded by both the New Mexican Democratic 

Senator, Joseph M. Montoya, and the then U.S. Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Philleo Nash.150 

The AIPC was never an informal body of representatives, but rather a formal administrative 

body consisting of elected officials from all nineteen Pueblos (now twenty) that convene to 

ensure the common good of all Pueblo peoples.  

When Mr. Tolliver, the Interior Solicitor, visited Albuquerque in 1968, Sophie D. Aberle 

scheduled a meeting between him, the AIPC Chairman Montoya, Woody Sneed, and Walter 

Olson to discuss the urgency of obtaining the AIS surplus land.151 Tolliver acknowledged that the 

Secretary of the Interior could designate each Pueblo as a recipient of the land.152 The reasoning 

for this is stated in Taliaferro’s letter to Chairman Montoya in which he states, “It does appear 
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that a local Pueblo or Tribe may qualify as a grantee since it is a ‘local governmental agency and 

local school authority[.]’”153 However, Taliaferro's opinion cautioned that “[c]onveyance of up to 

50 acres of land to a single tribe as a local government could, of course, create political problems 

among the tribes.”154 Because of this, the AIS surplus land was transferred to all nineteen 

Pueblos on the grounds that they were eligible to receive the land as a local governmental agency 

and since the nineteen Pueblos were in consort, there was a minimal risk of Pueblo political 

tension.155 With the Solicitor’s favorable opinion towards the land transfer, all that was left was 

for the deed to be drafted, approved, and signed.  

The official approval of the land transfer came with one obstacle that resulted in an 

important limiting factor. In 1969 New Mexico Senator Clinton P. Anderson imposed restrictions 

on the use of the land.156 In a letter from Senator Anderson to Chairman Montoya, he stated that 

he would approve of the land transfer if the AIPC presented their land-use plan.157 Thomas O. 

Olson, the AIPC’s lawyer, wrote the plan and presented it to the Senator’s staff. In the plan, the 

Pueblo Cultural Center’s purpose was to be a central showplace for Pueblo cultures and histories, 

which would include a museum, information center, arts and crafts workshops, sales rooms, and 
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an outdoor theatre for Pueblo dances.158 The second objective of the center was to bolster 

economic opportunities for Pueblo peoples.159 

After Olson presented the plan, Senator Anderson raised a second objection. He called 

for the inclusion of a clause on the deed that restricted the use of the land, which would therefore 

allow the Secretary to forfeit the land if the provisions were not met.160 In effect, the land transfer 

deed stated the land can only be used for “school or other public purposes only.” If the Secretary 

“determines that any one of more of the grantees…has failed to observe any provision of 

condition of [the] deed…he may declare a forfeiture of this entire conveyance and the whole title 

hereby conveyed shall thereupon revert to the United States.”161 This clause that allows the 

forfeiture of the land- originally within traditional Pueblo territories- makes me hesitant to call 

this land transfer an act of decolonization. Yet, this historic land transfer should not be easily 

dismissed. Restrictions or not, Pueblo people regained a tract of land in the middle of 

Albuquerque and have expanded the acreage since.162   

After the Senator’s approval, Commissioner Bennett was the final person who needed to 

review and approve the deed. His signature would finalize the decision to transfer the land to the 

Pueblos. By May 15, 1969, other acreages of surplus AIS land had been given to the 4-H Club 
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and the City of Albuquerque.163 On May 26, 1969, Wilkinson implied in a letter that the Pueblos 

would be transferred the land.164 Four days later, on May 30, 1969, Commissioner Bennett left 

his position from the BIA before he could sign. Instead, the Acting Commissioner, Theodore W. 

Taylor, signed the deed on June 17, 1969.165 Written in the initial deed is the conceptualization of 

the IPCC,  

Whereas, the nineteen…Pueblos intend to use the lands herein described as grounds for a 
Pueblo Education Center, in order to provide facilities for programs designed to broaden 
and improve the skills possessed by Pueblo Indians, to provide opportunities for the 
development of Indian Leadership, and to further the exchange of ideas between the 
Pueblo Indians and the society which surrounds them….166 
 
The land was transferred during the Nixon Administration. In a letter of gratitude to 

President Richard Nixon, Chairman Montoya explained the monumentality of the occasion:  

We have an organization known as the “All Indian Pueblo Council,” founded before the 
coming of the white man to this continent, but we had never had a headquarters site or a 
spot of land to call our own. You have given us a central location on which … will give 
us a central meeting place, which we have needed for centuries. This spot also gives us 
new heart to form a more cohesive organization which can work for the good of all the 
nineteen Indian Pueblo communities in New Mexico, and we have high hopes that we 
may thereby contribute more adequately and effectively to our country’s needs.167 

 
This is how the AIPC secured land in common for the establishment of the Indian Pueblo 

Cultural Center. To be clear, the Council’s initial request to have the AIS’s fifty-four acres 

transferred to the AIPC was not approved.168 Instead, in 1969 the federal government deeded 

11.6 surplus acres that were adjacent to the AIS (Figure 3.2). This surplus land was deeded to 
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each individual Pueblo rather than the AIPC. Major actors in this stretch of time, that allowed all 

nineteen Pueblos in New Mexico regain a tract of land, are the members of the AIPC, the 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs Robert L. Bennett, Senator Stewart Udall, Sophie Aberle, 

Thomas Olson, Charles Wilkinson, and Jeffrey Donfield. 

 

 

Figure 3.2 AIPC site plan with AIS outlined. Source: Appendix B, No. 12, Folder 1, Box 13. UNM 
Aberle Papers, CSWR. 
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Chapter 4. Indian Pueblo Cultural Center 

In this chapter I provide an account of the founding of the IPCC. It reveals the skill and 

persistence of Pueblo leaders in working with federal, state, church, and private organizations to 

control the representation of their own heritage and the practice of their own educational needs. 

The choice to build the Center in the form of Pueblo Bonito in Chaco Canyon was a direct 

statement of the persistence of Pueblo histories in the present and into the future. The various 

project delays due to fund raising challenges, while frustrating, had the benefit of allowing 

additional goals to be incorporated into the project. The Center was finally realized on August 

25, 1975, and opened on August 28, 1976. 

Getting started 

On June 15, 1970, the AIS land was rezoned as SUI-I, special use for an Indian Cultural 

Center.169 Afterwards on May 1, 1970, Chairman Montoya wrote the Commissioner of Indian 

Affairs, Louis R. Bruce (Mohawk/Oglala Lakota), to request a corrected deed of the land’s 

description, which was provided and signed by Commissioner Bruce on July 30, 1970.170 In 

December, Commissioner Bruce received a proposal for a “Pueblo Indian Educational and 

Office Complex.”171 The proposed site built upon four objectives: to increase cross-cultural 
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understanding of Pueblo peoples; to provide sustainable income to the AIPC; to encourage and 

preserve Pueblo cultural modes of expression; and to “give the needed spark” for Pueblo peoples 

to be recognized as important contributors of New Mexican society.172 The center was proposed 

to house traditional and contemporary crafts, household and religious objects, and music 

recordings.173  

In that same year, the New Mexican Senator, Joseph M. Montoya, promised the AIPC 

“maximum cooperation” to build a cultural center, in which he proclaimed he would urge the 

Economic Development Administration (EDA) to declare the site available for financial 

support.174 However, the EDA claimed the land was not eligible for assistance because it was not 

directly attached to a federal or state reservation.175 In a report written by the Project Coordinator 

of the IPCC, Preston G. McCrossen, he states that a “difference in legal interpretations of the 

lease between the BIA and EDA [held] up the release of [EDA] funds.”176 

In 1971 the center received a technical assistance grant from the Four Corners Regional 

Commission for architectural engineering, drawings, and other planning operatives.177 A few 

months later, the directors of the Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce adopted a resolution to 

support the IPCC by taking the position that the center “could eventually become a worldwide 

showcase for the superb Pueblo Indian arts and crafts.”178 In 1972, Benedito Atencio served a 

two-year term as the AIPC Chairman in which he was responsible to secure funding from federal 
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and corporate industries. During that time, the EDA came through to provide $1.6 million to 

fund the center, with a requirement that the AIPC raise $500,000 to activate the funds.179  

In 1973, the IPCC established Articles of Incorporation. In 1973 the Episcopal Church in 

the Diocese of the Rio Grande made a donation to the center to support their establishment 

because they felt that the IPCC would combat Native American unemployment, foster Native 

American artistic production, and that Pueblo religion and culture “should be preserved and 

strengthened in today’s world.”180 Additionally, the Harvey S. Hoshour architectural firm started 

designing the IPCC’s physical space.181 During that time, the center’s proposed facilities 

included an exhibition hall, museum, media center, lecture rooms, and administrative offices for 

the AIPC.182  

That following year, in 1974, it was announced that the center would draw inspiration 

from Pueblo Bonito at Chaco Canyon National Monument (Figure 4.1).183 According to the 

architecture plan, the center was designed with two floors and a basement, in a semi-circle with a 

central plaza (Figure 4.2).184 The “desire to recall the form of Pueblo Bonito in Chaco Canyon” 

and the functional organization were the contributing factors that influenced the IPCC’s “D” 
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shape.185 Richard Chavez (San Felipe) of the firm, was a draftsman of the center, in which he 

advocated for the center to model Pueblo Bonito in Chaco Canyon.186 

 

 

Figure 4.1. Aerial image of Pueblo Bonito in Chaco Canyon. April 11, 2016. Source: 
https://archeyes.com/pueblo-bonito/. 

 

Figure 4.2. Architectural model of the IPCC. April 1976. Institute for Pueblo Indian Studies Indian 
Pueblo Cultural Center, Albuquerque, NM. Source: 
https://nmdc.unm.edu/digital/collection/ipcc/id/246/rec/11. 

 

Following Chairman Atencio’s term, Delfin Lovato was elected as the AIPC chairman in 

1974 and continued the IPCC initiative. Members of the IPCC board were announced in 1974: 
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Ray Powell, the then vice-president of Sandia Corp.; Carlos Nagel, the former director of the 

Museum of New Mexico; Reverend Harold Weicker of St. John’s Cathedral; Andy Quintana and 

William F. “Bill” Weahkee of Cochiti Pueblo; renowned Santa Clara artist, Pablita Velarde; and 

Ohkay Owingeh activist, author, and governor Herman Agoyo.187 IPCC project coordinator, 

McCrossen, was responsible for reporting to the board to provide recommendations on leading 

the implementation and operation of the IPCC and its programs, in which the final decisions 

came from the board. During 1974, the land was leased by the nineteen Pueblos to the AIPC, 

which then assigned the IPCC as a subleasee.188 On July 22, 1974, the Pueblo of Santo Domingo 

sought to relinquish their interest to the land through a quit claim deed.189 However, according to 

the BIA the deed held no legal basis; all the Pueblos remained to hold an interest in the land.  

In 1974, the State Planning Officer David King met with the AIPC and gave formal 

approval for the center.190 The center also launched a major fund raiser to garner funds in March 

due to the cost of inflation that arose from the EDA’s delayed funding, in which the new cost 

increased by thirty percent to $2.3 million.191 The 1975 fund drive goal was officially $661,091, 

but the center immediately needed $100,000 to guarantee the use of an additional $369,000 from 

the EDA.192 To help raise funds Pablita Velarde donated her painting, “Pueblo Craftspeople at 
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Work,” to be reproduced in a limited-edition print, 250 editions, to recognize large donations 

(Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4).193  

 

 

Figure 4.3. Pablita Velarde with Lithograph, “Pueblo Craftspeople at Work.” Velarde with the donated 
prints. March 16, 1975. In Albuquerque Journal, March 16, 1975. 

 

Figure 4.4. “Pueblo Craftspeople at Work.” Pablita Velarde, 1975. Lithograph. Source: 
https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/pablita-velarde-native-manufacturing-print-8187-c-666466f9e4. 
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Additionally, the center became an official bicentennial project, which was probably a 

result of Chairman Atencio’s appointment on the New Mexico Bicentennial Commission.194 In 

April of 1975, the IPCC was described as “one of the major bicentennial projects in the nation… 

its opening … will be of untold benefit to the Pueblo Indian, to the entire state and to the City of 

Albuquerque.”195 The designation enabled the National American Revolution Bicentennial 

Commission to grant $10,000 as long as the center matched the grant money by local sources.196 

Other funders included the American Revolution Bicentennial Administration Native American 

Programs Office and the New Mexico American Revolution Bicentennial Commission.197 By 

August 1975 the center surpassed their goal of $100,000.198 The center’s funding came primarily 

from the Albuquerque business community.199    

New Ambitions 

New ambitions for the center were announced in 1975. These involved housing a radio 

station, a Pueblo newspaper, a library and archives facility, housing for repatriated items, and a 

gathering space for dances, demonstrations, and other programs.200 These different facets of the 

IPCC are important because they signal how Pueblo peoples, collectively, enable the cultivation 

of unique and distinct worldviews and history. As far as I can tell, the radio station did not come 

to fruition. However, the Pueblo newspaper, Pueblo News, did and ran from 1974 to 1984.201 In 
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addition, there was a short-lived IPCC newsletter, Pueblo Focus. The newspaper and newsletter 

are significant because they allow Pueblo citizens, like myself, access to Pueblo elders and 

knowledge keepers when recollecting histories, such as this. In addition, the IPCC library and 

archives actively combat historical silences that occur within dominant institutions, and allow 

Pueblo people to determine how, why, when and what it preserves for future generations. For the 

AIPC to articulate the need for repatriated items in 1975, while not explicitly using that word, is 

significant because it signals a historically expressed want of Pueblo peoples prior to the passage 

of the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA).202  

The allowance for outsiders to view Pueblo social dances is crucial because Pueblo 

peoples are relatively private communities, in which esotericism is paramount; not all dances are 

performed for outside observation nor are they meant as entertainment. Social dances are 

keystone events, in which outsiders are allowed to learn about Pueblo societies. In 1921 the 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs Charles Burke issued his “Circular No. 1665: Indian Dancing,” 

which prohibited Pueblo dance on the grounds of secrecy, immorality and sexual deviancy.203 I 

argue that the public dances at the IPCC, taking place adjacent to the still-running AIS, a place of 

formerly attempted cultural assimilation were acts of reclamation.204 The ability to dance in an 

urban location, recently returned to Pueblo ownership, after being used to house assimilative 

pedagogies is an overwhelming achievement. 

In addition to these activities, the IPCC introduced a Hallmark Program that ensured the 

genuine Pueblo origin of commercially produced items sold at the center, similar to the Indian 

                                                           
202 The Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (P.L. 101-601) was passed in 1990. 
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Arts and Crafts Act of 1990.205 The Hallmark Program included a logo for the items sold in the 

IPCC shop. The logo was designed by Stella Teller (Pueblo of Isleta), that features an avanyu, an 

ancient, horned and plumed water serpent “who rises from the earth to bring truth and justice 

back” to Pueblo peoples.206 Teller’s Avanyu logo is used as the IPCC logo, starting in 1978 

(Figure 4.5).207 By associating the IPCC with the Avanyu, the IPCC is promoted as an entity that 

restores Pueblo lifeways, in which I would argue is done by transforming a former location of 

previously attempted cultural assimilation, the AIS, into a place of Pueblo cultural celebration 

and perpetuation.208 Pueblo cultural celebration and perpetuation materialized at the IPCC and at 

the AIS when the AIPC, in 1977, was the first tribal organization that took responsibility for and 

control of a federally-ran boarding school within the United States.209 
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Figure 4.5. “Avanyu Logo.” Image of the Avanyu logo designed by Stella Teller for the IPCC. November 
1976. “Pueblo Focus: Newsletter of the Indian Pueblo Cultural Center, Vol. 1, No. 7.” Indian Pueblo 
Cultural Center, November 1976. IPCC Friends- Pueblo Focus Newsletters, 1976, IPCC-001, Box 5, 
Folder 10. Pueblo Archives, Indian Pueblo Cultural Center, Albuquerque, New Mexico. 
 

 

Breaking ground 

On August 25, 1975 ground was broken at the IPCC site between Indian School Road 

and Menaul Boulevard on 12th Street (Figure 4.6).210 The center planned to hold a dedication 

ceremony to mark the beginning of construction on October 17, 1975.211 However, these plans 

were delayed to coincide with President Gerald Ford’s visit to New Mexico.212 President Ford’s 

original intention for visiting New Mexico was to speak at the Western Governors Energy 

Conference. President Ford’s visit prompted the AIPC to invite him to attend the dedication 
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ceremony for the center on October 29, 1975.213 According to the local newspaper, Albuquerque 

Journal, Ford’s trip was controversial because other non-Pueblo Indigenous communities in New 

Mexico objected to Ford meeting with only one group of Native nations.214 In the end, President 

Ford did not visit with the AIPC for the dedication ceremony. On October 10, 1975, he made an 

official remark about the center,  

I want to congratulate the members of the All Indian Pueblo Council on the Formal 
dedication and ground-breaking of your Indian Pueblo Cultural Center.  
This beautiful facility is symbolic of your efforts to strengthen the economy of the 
nineteen Pueblos.  It will be an outstanding asset for Albuquerque and all of New 
Mexico.  And it will help to preserve the culture of American Indians for the benefit of 
future generations. I wish it every success.215  
 

President Ford’s positive remarks about the IPCC were printed on the IPCC’s dedication 

ceremony program brochure.216  

 

 

Figure 4.6. Ground Breaking Ceremony for IPCC. Left to Right: Richard Titow, Bradbury & Stamm 
Manager; Harvey Hoshour, architect; and Michael Quinn. In Albuquerque Journal, August 26, 1975. 
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The dedication ceremony brochure provides a list of speakers and events for the center’s 

ceremony. Delfin Lovato, the chairman of the AIPC, was the Master of Ceremonies. An 

invocation speech was given by the Governor of Zia Pueblo, Jose La Cruz Galvan. Afterwards, 

Jose S. Lente, Isleta Governor, introduced the main speaker who was the Special Assistant to the 

President of the United States, Dr. Theodore Marrs.217 Marrs’ speech was followed by Pueblo 

dances and a bicentennial introductory speech by Edmundo Delgado, the chairman of the New 

Mexico American Revolution Bicentennial Commission. U.S. Senator Joseph M. Montoya gave 

the bicentennial address, which was proceeded by a flag raising. Thereafter Henry Lujan, 

Governor of Taos Pueblo, introduced the guest speaker, U.S. Representative Manuel Lujan. The 

closing comments were given by William F. Weahkee, the president of the IPCC. The day closed 

with more Pueblo dances.218  The dedication brochure included the types of funding the center 

needed to supplement the EDA federal grant. The brochure indicated that the IPCC still needed 

financial support for pre-opening expenses, project coordination, the first-year deficit, inflation 

attrition, and to launch a self-sustaining endowment.219  

By December, the museum portion of the center was established, with exception of a 

museum manager, a position that required extra funding.220 The IPCC established relationships 

with local and national museums, in which the IPCC was developing plans and negotiating 

acquisitions for the growth of their collections.221 Preliminary designs for the exhibitions were 

complete; their installations were projected to begin in May or June of 1976.222 To help raise 
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funds that would cover pre-operating expenses, on March 27, 1976, the Friends of the Indian 

Pueblo Cultural Center sponsored an auction of Native-designed jewelry, pottery and art 

forms.223 The auction features more than seventy-five Pueblo artists, some pieces were donated 

by twenty-three different businesses specializing in Pueblo art, including Pueblo trading posts.224 

A few artists headlining the auction were Pablita Velarde, Maria Martinez, Rafael Medina 

(Pueblo of Zia), R.C. Gorman (Diné), Belen Tapia (Pueblo of Santa Clara), and Grace Medicine 

Flower (Pueblo of Santa Clara).225 This appears to be the last fundraiser broadcasted to the 

public before the center’s grand opening.  

Donations made up a large portion of the IPCC’s initial collection. Anita Da, the owner 

of Popovi Da Studio of San Ildefonso, donated eight pieces that included pottery by Maria 

Povéka Martinez, Julian Martinez, and Popovi Da.226 Some of these were collaborative pieces 

made by Maria Martinez and her husband Julian, and her son Popovi Da. She additionally, 

donated a wedding vase by Isabel and Gilbert Atencio (Pueblo of San Ildefonso), and two 

commemorative coins of Maria, Julian and Popovi made by the Medallic Art Company.227 One 

large olla by Maria and Popovi was on loan for the IPCC’s opening.228 Other donations included 

a pot by Toni Roller (Pueblo of Santa Clara) and pottery by Blue Corn (Pueblo of San 
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Ildefonso).229 During the pre-grand opening and grand opening of the IPCC, twenty items were 

donated by varying Pueblo artists.230  

Prior to the center’s grand opening, New Mexico’s first minted coin was designed by two 

Santa Clara potters to commemorate the IPCC.231 Grace Medicine Flower and her brother, 

Joseph Lonewolf designed the 500-grain silver coin.232 The front side of the coin was designed 

by Medicine Flower and is called, “A Stairway to Progress” (Figure 4.7).233 The reverse side, 

designed by Lonewolf, is called “Indian Youth of Tomorrow,” to pay tribute to Pueblo Indian 

youth (Figure 4.8).234 The coin was minted by White Mesa, Inc. of Albuquerque using a cast 

strike method. The coin was given to the people who purchased it prior to the grand opening.235 

Three thousand coins were minted.236 
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Figure 4.7. IPCC Commemorative Coin, obverse: “A Stairway to Progress.” Grace Medicine Flower, 
1976. 500-grain silver coin. Institute for Pueblo Indian Studies Indian Pueblo Cultural Center, 
Albuquerque, NM. Source: https://nmdc.unm.edu/digital/collection/ipcc/id/227/rec/23. 

 

 

Figure 4.8. IPCC Commemorative Coin, reverse: “Indian Youth of Tomorrow.” Joseph Lonewolf, 1976. 
500-grain silver coin. Institute for Pueblo Indian Studies Indian Pueblo Cultural Center, Albuquerque, 
NM. Source: https://nmdc.unm.edu/digital/collection/ipcc/id/224/rec/23. 
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The IPCC was originally projected to open in January 1976.237 In actuality, the center was 

completed in August 1976. The IPCC officially opened August 28, 1976 (Figure 4.9).238 The 

opening included a blessing, speeches, an arts and crafts fair, Pueblo dances, and a Pueblo-style 

feast.239 The dance programs were organized by Lee Marmon (Pueblo of Laguna).240 Before 

opening the doors to the public, a Pueblo religious leader blessed the building; it was also 

blessed by Archbishop Robert Sanchez.241 The event began at two in the afternoon when the U.S. 

Secretary of Commerce Representative and the special assistant for Indian Affairs Economic 

Development Administration, Ray Tanner, beat a Cochiti drum (Figure 4.10).242 The drumbeats 

prompted a series of blankets to fall from the entryways.243 There were other several guests from 

Washington D.C. present at the grand opening: U.S. New Mexico Senator Joseph Montoya; U.S. 

New Mexico Senator Peter Domenici; U.S. House of Representatives Manuel Lujan; and New 

Mexico Governor Jerry Apodaca.244 Speeches were given by Tanner, Senator Domenici, AIPC 

Chairman Lovato, the IPCC director Bill Weahkee, and Senator Montoya.245 Senator Montoya, 

in his speech, highlighted the importance of the center stating that, 

The philosophy, music, and languages will be rediscovered here. What will those creative 
and cultural riches mean to the children of the Pueblo people?  
[To Puebloans:] You and your children, and your children’s children, will experience in 
this beautiful place the meaning of your own history and your own unique culture and 
heritage.  
You will share that beauty and history with other Americans who will come here to learn 
and to study and to wonder at the ancient culture which has lasted thousands of years. 
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Those visitors will be able to carry away with them the memory and understanding of this 
special part of American history….246 

 
Montoya’s speech observes the momentous occasion of the IPCC’s opening by clarifying the 

center’s role in Pueblo cultural preservation and revitalization, in which the center is a place for 

Pueblo peoples to experience their own history and culture.  

 

 

Figure 4.9. Grand Opening Flyer. C. 1976. Institute for Pueblo Indian Studies Indian Pueblo Cultural 
Center, Albuquerque, NM. Source: https://nmdigital.unm.edu/digital/collection/ipcc/id/3. 
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understanding the importance of the center. 
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Figure 4.10. Ray Tanner and Andrew Quintana beat a Cochiti drum. Photograph by Richard Roble. In 
The Albuquerque Tribune, August 28, 1976. IPCC and Newsletter – All Indian Pueblo Council, Folder 2. 
Pueblo Archives, Indian Pueblo Cultural Center, Albuquerque, New Mexico.  

 

The original staff of the IPCC included the following people. Ramus Suina (Pueblo of 

Cochiti) was the museum exhibition specialist, Eliza Vigil (Pueblo of Tesuque) and Patricia 

Marchiando were the curators, all who were charged with envisioning and implementing the 

IPCC’s first exhibition. Arnold Wanya (Pueblo of Acoma/Hopi) was a museum technician, with 

Richard Overgaard as the museum assistant-curator and registrar. Angelina Medina (Pueblo of 

Acoma) was appointed as the IPCC’s educational specialist; she was responsible for the IPCC’s 

educational plan and the development of a Pueblo history book for school curriculum. John 

Carmicheal was the museum manager, in which he was responsible for exhibit coordination and 

educational program. Lee Marmon was the IPCC’s photographer and dealt with public relations. 
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Stella Teller (Pueblo of Isleta) was the head of the sales staff at the Center’s market.247  Lastly 

the front staff who greeted visitors were Mary Lucero, Francilla Padilla (Pueblo of Isleta) and 

Tomacita Padilla (Pueblo of San Felipe).248  

The inaugural exhibition, “Pueblo Indian Contribution to the American Heritage,” 

showcased works by Pablita Velarde (Santa Clara), Maria Martinez (San Ildefonso), Eufrasio 

Suina (Pueblo of Cochiti), Adam Trujillo (Taos), Blue Corn , Grace Medicine Flower (Santa 

Clara), and Stella Teller (Isleta).249 In addition, each of the nineteen Pueblos had their own room 

on the ground floor to officially present their unique and individual cultures and histories during 

the opening.250 To celebrate the continuation of Pueblo life, the center’s plaza was filled with 

Pueblo social dances and accompanied by songs, which ended with a Pueblo-style feast.251 The 

food was provided by the IPCC restaurant, Indian Oven, that was owned by Ed Marcus of Ohkay 

Owingeh.252 The grand opening extended into the next day, August 29, with more dances and art 

market. At the time of its opening, the IPCC was said to be the largest Native owned-and-

operated museum in the world.253  
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Chapter 5. Conclusions 

The IPCC’s conceptualization, development, and opening were landmark opportunities 

that contribute to the continual development and expression of Pueblo culture in the current-day 

United States of America. The negotiations that secured the land for the cultural center, 

fundraising accomplishments, and grand opening celebrations demonstrate the unity, strength, 

strategic planning, and political savvy of the nineteen Pueblos. The IPCC’s architectural style 

that pays tribute to the ancestral site, Chaco Canyon, announces a continued Puebloan presence 

in the center of Albuquerque, New Mexico. The IPCC’s original mission to express Pueblo 

culture and tradition in order to promote and perpetuate the culture was manifested during the 

grand opening, in which Pueblo art, dance and song were the primary features of the center’s 

celebration.  

 When the current CEO of the IPCC, Michael Canfield (Laguna Pueblo), assumed 

leadership of the IPCC, he was verbally charged with the original mission. This charge was 

passed down by Victor Sarracino (Laguna Pueblo) who was part of the AIPC when the center 

first came into conceptualization. Around 1995, Sarracino said to Canfield that the vision of the 

IPCC was of creating a place where tribal and Pueblo members could come feel comfortable, as 

their own place and share the beauty of our (Pueblo) world with the outside world.254 At that 

time, Canfield understood that his role was to carry forward the ongoing concern for the IPCC to 

be a place that Pueblo peoples can be proud of and to perpetuate Pueblo cultures.255 
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In this research my goal was to examine the history of the IPCC during the period from 

1966 to 1976. I was interested in how and why the AIPC created the IPCC. I found that the AIPC 

was responding to the federal government’s initial plans to abandon the AIS. In 1968 the 

government decided to keep the AIS open. The AIPC prompted the government to identify any 

surplus land which resulted in the 11.6 acres that were initially given back in 1969. Some reasons 

I have found for gaining this tract of land were to find proper housing for the AIPC and to 

provide a space for Pueblo peoples to celebrate their shared histories and cultures.  

All throughout this history, the AIPC played an integral role in gaining the land and 

developing the IPCC. Chairman Montoya was held responsible for the bulk of correspondence 

from 1966 to 1970, but that does not mean the IPCC is a result of his individual efforts. Rather 

the centers is a result of the advocacy and protection of the AIPC, as responsibilities carried 

forward to other Chairmen, Chairman Atencio and Chairman Lovato. It seems that the cultural 

center held unanimous support by all members of the AIPC. The AIPC worked with the DOI 

BIA to have this land transferred into Pueblo hands, including the Secretary of the Interior and 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs. As far as the written records indicates, there were no other 

competing claims to gain the 11.6 acres of land. However, that does not mean there were none; 

they were not written down in the records I came across.  

Future Research 

Of course, the story of the IPCC doesn’t stop at 1976. The IPCC continues to have a very 

vibrant life that is inextricably tied to Pueblo peoples and the Albuquerque Urban Indian 

population. There are continued gaps in the knowledge despite this research. I offer suggestions 

for the future, so that the information about this period of the IPCC can expand. Most notably 

lacking in my thesis are oral histories. As we begin to emerge out of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
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contact with tribal elders should be encouraged to understand this history. Including oral 

histories will include obtaining explicit consent to speak with the people responsible for bring the 

IPCC to fruition and recording them for research purposes. These oral histories, pending 

approval, would be best housed with the IPCC’s library and archives. I foresee that these oral 

histories will be generative in discussion and prompt new areas of research that I did not 

consider. An exploration of other archives to include Pueblo speeches and perspectives about the 

IPCC will be important to develop a fully rounded picture of the IPCC that harkens back to Isaac 

and Cogdill’s call to action. In my research, I have had to rely on written communication 

between the AIPC and the federal government.  

 The architecture of the IPCC is an important aspect of the IPCC’s developmental history. 

The influential role of Chaco Canyon’s Pueblo Bonito needs to be explored. There are Pueblo 

designers, such as Richard Chavez, who worked on the IPCC’s original architectural plans who 

can provide the reasons behind choosing Pueblo Bonito over other ancestral Puebloan sites. 

Building materials, colors, and floorplan will need to be discussed to understand architecture as a 

transmitter of Pueblo values and knowledge. Expanding information about the building’s 

architects for the original building, and new additions, allows for future generative research 

about contemporary Pueblo architects and architecture.  

Other considerations include its imitation within the state of New Mexico. The IPCC 

floorplans that sustain and influence the IPCC’s programs may be generative for both Native and 

non-Native scholars interested in place and space. The post 1976 architectural additions by 

Native architects, Louis “Lou” Weller (Caddo/Cherokee) and David Riley (Laguna), who are 

both deceased, demand our attention. Native architecture and architects deserve celebration and 
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investigation. The new developments surrounding the IPCC will be important studies of inquiry 

because these developments contribute to the IPCC’s continuing vitality. 

Another area of growth for this topic is broadly related to museum exhibition strategies. 

To create generative studies about the IPCC’s exhibitions, future research can look at the 

inaugural exhibition to survey the language, artworks, and exhibition layout. The curatorial 

selection for the exhibition will be important to understand how the IPCC translates its mission 

to teach non-Pueblo people about its respective cultures. Exhibition archives and reviews will be 

critical to interrogate how the IPCC uses their exhibitions to generate a critical awareness of how 

colonialism has affected Pueblo communities, urban and rural. Key to this was the effort of the 

Indian Leadership Institute at the Santa Fe Indian School, including leaders such as Regis Pecos.  

Directly related to the museum’s exhibitions is the museum’s collection. Future research 

will need to explore how the IPCC grew its collection during its development stage. An 

important question for consideration is if the IPCC acquired objects through repatriation, which 

will be especially interesting because the Native American Graves Repatriation Act did not yet 

exist. Learning about the collection’s growth during the IPCC’s infancy will elucidate the types 

of collection strategies that were available for tribal museums during the 1970 and 80s. 

Additionally, the murals painted in the IPCC’s plaza can be a generative point of discussion.  

Other points of consideration related to tourism in the Southwestern United States and 

Pueblo cultures’ role within tourism. The context by which the IPCC emerged in an important 

area of study. This could further elucidate the significance of the effort to establish the IPCC. 

This inquiry may expand and include the history of Indian trading posts and curios stores that 

have been staples in Pueblo villages, thus demonstrating the historical context that which the 

IPCC belongs. A further inquiry into how the IPCC generates income for individual Pueblo 
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peoples through their artist booths, exhibits, and dances will bring case studies into the 

contemporary.  

The purpose of this thesis was to expand the known information about the IPCC”s 

developmental stages because little is written about the center. By expanding this information, I 

hope that future Pueblo scholars will have substantial information to begin museology studies 

about the IPCC, to investigate how the IPCC benefits its Pueblo and non-Pueblo constituents, to 

determine future steps for the center so that it can continue to remain relevant. Decolonizing 

museum practices continue to transform and expand, and I hope that by documenting the IPCC’s 

past, the center will demonstrate how it has metamorphosed within the museum field. It is my 

hope that Pueblo scholars may move beyond discourse of decolonization and head towards the 

indigenization of museums, in which I hope the IPCC contributes.  
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